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Developments in Restructuring & 
Insolvency in 2016  
 

Introduction 
 

In 2016, there have been a number of important developments in the field of Restructuring & Insolvency. This 

Client Update summarises some of the notable cases that have been decided over the course of the past year. 

 

Staying a Winding-Up Application in Favour of Arbitration 

 

A winding-up application can be stayed on a number of grounds, including that the petition is founded on a debt 

the existence of which is bona fide disputed. In BDG v BDH [2016] 5 SLR 977, the Singapore High Court 

examined when a winding-up application can be stayed in favour of arbitration, and the relevant standard to be 

applied.  

 

Ordinarily, a winding-up application may only be stayed on the basis of a bona fide disputed debt where a triable 

issue can be shown. However, the Court has determined that a lower standard applies where a stay in favour of 

arbitration is sought; the applicant need only show a prima facie case of dispute.  

 

Here, the applicant sought an injunction to restrain a winding-up application on the ground that there was a 

dispute on the underlying debt which was subject to an arbitration agreement. The Court applied the lower 

standard and found that there was a prima facie dispute, and thus granted an injunction in favour of the applicant.  

 

The High Court’s decision is instructive in determining the interaction between overlapping legal areas, namely 

the principles behind a stay in favour of arbitration and a stay of winding-up proceedings. Singapore has adopted 

a strong leaning towards upholding arbitration agreements and supporting the arbitral process, and the 

application of the lower prima facie standard in this case is indicative of this position. 

 

The applicant was successfully represented by Jainil Bhandari, Aleksandar Georgiev, Raelene Pereira and Han 

Jiamin of Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP. 

 

Recognition of Foreign Liquidators 

 

In the modern commercial setting, insolvency has taken on an increasingly cross-border nature. In Re Opti-Medix 

Ltd (in liquidation) and another matter [2016] 4 SLR 312, the Singapore High Court had to consider the issue of 

the recognition of foreign insolvency proceedings. In particular, the Court examined the recognition of foreign 

liquidators from jurisdictions other than the place of incorporation. 

 

The companies in question were incorporated in the British Virgin Islands, but their business was factoring 

receivables from Japanese medical institutions. The companies eventually went insolvent, and bankruptcy orders 

were granted by a Tokyo Court, with the Applicant being appointed as their Bankruptcy Trustee (the equivalent of 
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a liquidator). The Applicant, seeking to administer the companies’ assets in Singapore, applied to the Singapore 

courts to recognise his appointment as Bankruptcy Trustee. 

 

The Singapore High Court allowed the application. Importantly, the Court noted that there has been a shift away 

from the traditional territorial focus in cross-border insolvency towards a more universalist approach, which 

supports universal cooperation between jurisdictions. While one court takes the lead, other courts will assist in 

administering the liquidation.  

 

The Court thus lent support to the idea of locating the primary place of insolvency proceedings at the centre of 

main interest of the company concerned, rather than just looking to the place of incorporation. In this case, Japan 

was essentially the sole place where actual business was carried on. This provided a basis for recognition of the 

Applicant’s appointment as Bankruptcy Trustee of the companies, even if Japan was not the place of 

incorporation. 

 

High Court uses Inherent Powers to Stay Proceedings against Hanjin 

 

The financial troubles of container-shipping giant Hanjin Shipping Co Ltd (“Hanjin”) have shaken the maritime 

industry, leading to several claims by concerned creditors across numerous jurisdictions against Hanjin, its 

subsidiaries and its fleet. In light of its rehabilitation proceedings in the Republic of Korea, Hanjin has been 

seeking to halt the deluge of actions against it.  

 

In Re Taisoo Suk (as foreign representative of Hanjin Shipping Co Ltd) [2016] 5 SLR 787, the Singapore High 

Court granted Hanjin’s application, approving a temporary stay on all present proceedings and restraint of fresh 

proceedings against Hanjin and its Singapore subsidiaries. This would include enforcement or execution against 

vessels owned or chartered by Hanjin, meaning that the arrest of ships from the Hanjin fleet would be prevented.  

 

This order was granted in exercise of the Court’s inherent power to make any order necessary to prevent injustice 

or abuse of process, and marks the first instance of such power being exercised to assist in foreign rehabilitation 

proceedings. The Court held that such exercise of power was necessary to ensure orderly rehabilitation and 

restructuring of a global company such as Hanjin, and to facilitate the ensuing marshalling and collection of its 

assets. In reaching this decision, the Court was guided by the factors that there was a strong connecting factor 

between Hanjin and the Korean courts as Korea was the place of Hanjin’s centralised command, and that the 

rehabilitation process would be fair to foreign – including Singaporean – creditors. 

 

Cross-Border Issues in Applications for Schemes of Arrangement  

 

In Pacific Andes Resources Development Ltd and other matters [2016] SGHC 210, the High Court noted that 

cross-border restructurings are becoming increasingly common given the proliferation of international investment 

and trade. In this application for moratoria against proceedings by creditors under s210(10) of the Companies Act, 

the Court thus found itself dealing with the accompanying issues of jurisdiction and locus standi in light of the 

cross-border nature of the proceedings and the parties involved. 

 

S210(10) allows the Court to restrain proceedings where a scheme of arrangement has been proposed. Here, the 

applicants were a group of related companies, none of which were incorporated in Singapore, although one 

(“PARD”) was listed on the Singapore exchange and carried out business activities in Singapore. 
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Notably, the moratoria in question applied to “actions or proceedings in Singapore or elsewhere”. Here, the Court 

held that it did not have jurisdiction to restrain creditors subject to its jurisdiction from commencing or continuing 

proceedings outside of Singapore. The moratorium for PARD was thus varied to restrict it to Singapore 

proceedings. 

 

The Court also found that – apart from PARD – the other applicants did not have locus standi to file applications 

under s210 because they did not have any tangible nexus to Singapore. Their relationship with PARD, and the 

fact that they had creditors within the jurisdiction, was by itself inadequate to prove a sufficient nexus. As such, 

the moratoria for the other applicants were set aside. 

 

However, the Court allowed PARD’s application despite the proposed scheme of arrangement being short on 

particularity. The Court accepted the reasoning that PARD’s restructuring would be largely dependent on the 

restructuring proceedings of its main Peruvian business, which was taking place in Peru and the US.  

 

Lee Eng Beng S.C., Mark Cheng, Matthew Teo and Zhao Jiawei of Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP successfully 

represented Malayan Banking Berhad, one of creditor banks opposing the applications. 

 

High Court Determines Novel Issues on Unfair Preference 

 

Where a company is insolvent, it is open to the court to reverse transactions which give unfair preference to 

certain creditors. In Living the Link Pte Ltd (in creditors’ voluntary liquidation) v Tan Lay Tin Tina [2016] 3 SLR 

621, the High Court had the opportunity to determine certain novel issues regarding unfair preference 

transactions. 

 

First, the Court determined that the running account principle is applicable under Singapore law. The running 

account principle allows a defendant to rebut the presumption of an intention to prefer if the payment sought to be 

impugned was made pursuant to an established course of dealing between the parties which contemplated 

further debits and credits, such that a payment made was connected to the future supply of goods or services. 

Such payments must have been made with the intention of obtaining new value in order to keep the business 

going. 

 

Second, the Court found that it could, in principle, order the partial reversal of the impugned transactions, such as 

by ordering that a specific sum be transferred to the insolvent company sufficient to meet the claims of non-

related creditors. The Court also acknowledged the difficulties associated with an order for partial reversal, as it 

would have to undertake a projected calculation of the various claims and adjudicate the competing proofs of 

debt. 

 

Third, the Court held that a director of an insolvent company, or a company nearing insolvency, has a fiduciary 

duty to take into account the interests of the company’s creditors, and to ensure that the company’s assets are 

not dissipated for their own benefit to the detriment of the creditors’ interests. Therefore, the finding of an undue 

preference transaction makes it almost inevitable that there will also be a breach of fiduciary duty on the part of 

the director. 
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Please feel free to also contact Knowledge and Risk Management at eOASIS@rajahtann.com 

 
ASEAN Economic Community Portal 

The launch of the ASEAN Economic Community (“AEC”) in December 2015, businesses looking to tap the opportunities 
presented by the integrated markets of the AEC can now get help a click away. Rajah & Tann Asia, United Overseas Bank and 
RSM Chio Lim Stone Forest, have teamed up to launch “Business in ASEAN”, a portal that provides companies with a single 
platform that helps businesses navigate the complexities of setting up operations in ASEAN. 
 
By tapping into the professional knowledge and resources of the three organisations through this portal, small- and medium-
sized enterprises across the 10-member economic grouping can equip themselves with the tools and know-how to navigate 
ASEAN’s business landscape. Of particular interest to businesses is the "Ask a Question" feature of the portal which enables 
companies to pose questions to the three organisations which have an extensive network in the region. The portal can be 
accessed at http://www.businessinasean.com. 

mailto:kwan.kiat.sim@rajahtann.com
mailto:mark.cheng@rajahtann.com
mailto:eOASIS@rajahtann.com
http://www.businessinasean.com/
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Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP 

T  +65 6535 3600   

F  +65 6225 9630 

sg.rajahtannasia.com 

 

 
Christopher & Lee Ong 

T  +60 3 2273 1919    

F  +60 3 2273 8310 

www.christopherleeong.com  

   

 
R&T Sok & Heng Law Office 

T  +855 23 963 112 / 113    

F  +855 23 963 116 

kh.rajahtannasia.com 

 
 

Rajah & Tann NK Legal Myanmar Company Limited 

T  +95 9 73040763 / +95 1 657902 / +95 1 657903 

F  +95 1 9665537 

mm.rajahtannasia.com 

   

 
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP 

Shanghai Representative Office 

T  +86 21 6120 8818    

F  +86 21 6120 8820 

cn.rajahtannasia.com 

 

  
Gatmaytan Yap Patacsil Gutierrez & Protacio (C&G Law)  

T  +632 894 0377 to 79 / +632 894 4931 to 32 / +632 552 1977 

F  +632 552 1978 

www.cagatlaw.com 

   

 
Assegaf Hamzah & Partners 

 

Jakarta Office 

T  +62 21 2555 7800    

F  +62 21 2555 7899 

 

Surabaya Office 

T  +62 31 5116 4550    

F  +62 31 5116 4560 

www.ahp.co.id 

 

 
R&T Asia (Thailand) Limited 

T  +66 2 656 1991    

F  +66 2 656 0833 

th.rajahtannasia.com 

 

 
Rajah & Tann LCT Lawyers 

 

Ho Chi Minh City Office 

T  +84 8 3821 2382 / +84 8 3821 2673    

F  +84 8 3520 8206 

 

Hanoi Office 

T  +84 4 3267 6127    

F  +84 4 3267 6128 

www.rajahtannlct.com 

  

 
Rajah & Tann (Laos) Sole Co., Ltd. 

T  +856 21 454 239    

F  +856 21 285 261 

la.rajahtannasia.com 

 

 

Member firms are constituted and regulated in accordance with local legal requirements and where regulations require, are 
independently owned and managed. Services are provided independently by each Member firm pursuant to the applicable terms 
of engagement between the Member firm and the client. 
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Our Regional Presence 

 

 
 

Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is one of the largest full service law firms in Singapore, providing high quality advice to an impressive list of clients.  
We place strong emphasis on promptness, accessibility and reliability in dealing with clients. At the same time, the firm strives towards a practical 
yet creative approach in dealing with business and commercial problems. As the Singapore member firm of the Lex Mundi Network, we are able to 
offer access to excellent legal expertise in more than 100 countries.  
 
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is part of Rajah & Tann Asia, a network of local law firms in Singapore, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Our Asian network also includes regional desks focused on Japan and South Asia.    
 
The contents of this Update are owned by Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP and subject to copyright protection under the laws of Singapore and, 
through international treaties, other countries. No part of this Update may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, 
adapted, publicly displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose save as 
permitted herein) without the prior written permission of Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP. 
 
Please note also that whilst the information in this Update is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief at the time of writing, it is only intended 
to provide a general guide to the subject matter and should not be treated as a substitute for specific professional advice for any particular course 
of action as such information may not suit your specific business and operational requirements. It is to your advantage to seek legal advice for 
your specific situation. In this regard, you may call the lawyer you normally deal with in Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP or e-mail Knowledge & Risk 
Management at eOASIS@rajahtann.com. 

 


